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The paper uses ambient observations and modelling analysis in an attempt to quantify the contribution of stabilised Creigee Intermediates (sCI) as an oxidant of sulfur dioxide and a source of sulfuric acid. The paper concludes that sulfuric acid concentrations are underpredicted by the model unless the reaction between sCI and SO₂ is accounted for. The paper presents a useful analysis on an important topic that will be of interest to the community. I recommend publication after the following comments have been accounted for.

Major comments

1) It would be useful to include an analysis to demonstrate that the simulated H₂SO₄
with the standard model is statistically outside the observations given the uncertainty in the observations.

2) The rate of reaction between sCi and H20 needs to be discussed and accounted for. A wide variety of rate constants are available in the literature and the sensitivity of the results to this uncertainty should be explored. See also the open comments on this issue by G. Sarwar.

Minor comments

P27695, L22. Include citations to earlier papers that also demonstrated this (e.g., Spracklen et al., 2008; Makkonen et al., 2009, Pierce and Adams, 2009, Wang and Penner, 2009).

P27700, L13. No need to spell out acronym for MALTE again here.

P27700, L1. Here it is not clear whether you use the models to simulate both Hyytiala and Hohenpeissenberg or just Hyytiala. Please clarify.

P27700, L24. What about data from Hohenpeissenberg?

P22701, L7. Same comment as above.

P27701, L20. Would be useful to say how thick the lower model layers are and how many model layers are typically within the forest canopy.

P27702, L2. What do you assume for forest environment at Hohenpeissenberg?

P27703, L26. Only total monoterpenes have been measured at Hyytiala. How do you know that beta-pinene concentrations are not high here?

P27707, L16. Behaviour might be a better word than trend here.

P27707, L18-19. Replace the word behaviour with variability.

P27708, L22. Clarify what these percentages refer to.
P27708, L5. Please include the equation for the calculation of CV(RMSE).

P27714, L24. Inclusion of these mechanisms in a global model has now been implemented by Pierce et al. (2012). References
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